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SHORE EXCURSIONS 

BONAIRE 
 
TUK TUK ECO CITY TOUR 

$44.99 / Adult 
$34.99 / Child 
Departure Time: 8:45 AM, 10:00 AM, 11:15 AM,        

12:30 PM, 1:45 PM 
Duration: 1 Hour 
Activity Level: Easy 
 

DETAILS: 
Tuk Tuk Cars: These fun and open-air rides run totally silent as they are customized 
with an electric emission-free and environmentally friendly motor. 
Kralendijk: Drive through the colorful capital with your tour guide and pass historic 
landmarks, monuments, and picturesque scenery. 
Fort Orange: Stop at the small 1639 fortress, the oldest stone building on the island, 
built in the Dutch West India style with four impressive cannons that defend the fort 
against attacks from the sea. 
Divi Flamingo Resort: Drive along the coast to the first built hotel on the island and 
enjoy narrated information. The building was used during World War ll to house interned 
German prisoners then converted into Bonaire’s first hotel. 
Kaya Grandi: Pass by the colorful main shopping street with stores and places of 
interest as well beautiful preserved historic buildings. 
St. Bernard Catholic Church: Stop at the biggest Catholic church, built in 1948, 
located in the center of Kralendijk. 
Captain Don Stewart: Stop at the statue of Captain Don, the Father of Bonaire, as your 
guide shares the history of this dive pioneer who made Bonaire’s underwater world 
internationally famous. 
Malecón: Drive along the ocean boulevard, also named Malecón, with several stops at 
the flip-flop tree, fishermen’s pier, the million-dollar bar and historic oceanfront houses. 
 
NOTES: 
Accessibility: Tour is ambulatory accessible. Wheelchair and walker can be stored at 
the pier. 
What to Bring: Hat, camera and wear comfortable clothing and shoes. 
Good to Know: All open-air rides feature a sunroof. 
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BONAIRE BY HARLEY DAVIDSON 
$199.99 / Bike 
Departure Time: 10:00AM 
Duration: 3 ½ Hours 
Activity Level: Moderate 
 
 
 

DETAILS: 
Tourist Road: Leaving Kralendijk, Bonaire’s capital behind, the guided tour leads you 
to the tourist road along the North Coast. Take in the stunning views of the clear blue 
ocean and Klein Bonaire while following the curved road through the hills. 
1000 Steps (Pass By): Drive by the dive site, “1000 Steps”, and enjoy the view towards 
the uninhabited island of Klein Bonaire. Though there are only 67 steps, it might feel like 
a thousand (especially for scuba divers carrying gear), which would explain the name. 
Landhuis Karpata: Pass by Plantation Karpata, an important commercial center in the 
past, built after 1868. Besides raising goats for skins and meat, the plantation also 
produced aloe, charcoal, and dyewood. 
Goto Lake: Stop at Gotomeer, a saltwater lagoon connected to the ocean in the north 
of the island, also known as one of the best places to see flamingos. Riding around the 
lake offers beautiful scenery. 
Rincon Village: We will take a break at Bonaire’s oldest village, Rincon. It is the 
cultural center of the island that is situated in an inland valley. Stretch your legs and 
hangout with the other riders while you cool down. You will have the opportunity to 
purchase some refreshments. 
White Historical Huts: Drive further to the huts and stop to learn about their history. 
These tiny coral stone huts were built in 1850 and provided shelter for the those working 
in the salt pans. 
Bonaire Salt Pyramids: Pass by one of the most notable features that greet arriving 
visitors to Bonaire, a distinctive line of white salt pyramids at the southeastern end of 
the island. Each pyramid, roughly 50-ft. high, contains approximately 10,000 metric tons 
of 99.6% pure salt. 
What’s Included: 
• Helmet. 
 
NOTES: 
Requirements & Restrictions: Riders minimum age – 25 years and must present a 
valid motorcycle license. For safety reasons, pregnant women and guests with back or 
neck injuries may not participate on this excursion. Appropriate attire must be worn, 
including long trousers or jeans and flat, closed-toe shoes. Shorts are not permitted. 
What to Bring: Either MasterCard or Visa credit card for insurance formalities. 
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Good to Know: Helmets are mandatory to wear, and guests must sign a collision 
damage waiver with a $1,000 deductible. A one-on-one safety and technical check will 
take place before taking off on the tour. The price of this tour is per bike, so if you’re 
wishing to take an additional passenger (minimum age – 18 years), only one ticket 
needs to be purchased. The choice of bike model is subject to availability. 
 
 
ECO TOUR AT LAC BAY NATIONAL PARK 

$74.99 / Person 
Departure Time:  9:30 AM, 11:30 AM, 1:30 PM 
Duration: 2 Hours 
Activity Level: Easy 
 
 
 

DETAILS: 
Stop Nearby Mangrove Forest: Join your guide for a ride to Lac Bay National Park. 
Look out for flamingos! It’s very common to see them wadding in the shallow waters of 
the mangrove forest 
Lac Bay National Park: Home to three distinct species of mangrove trees and one of 
the Caribbean's best-preserved mangrove forests, Lac Bay National Park, boasts one of 
the island's only sandy beaches. The wild sea grass that grows here is an important 
habitat for queen conchs, rays, seahorses, and lobsters. The area is home to wetland 
birds, wildlife grazing at watering holes and pink flamingos. 
Mangrove Eco Tour by Skiff: Embark on a skiff tour among the mangroves of Lac Bay 
National Park, by solar powered boat, guided by a well-trained naturalist. Visitors can 
learn about the mangroves, one of the most unknown and most endangered 
environments on our planet. The tour takes you inside the labyrinth of mangrove trees 
for a truly amazing and educational experience. 
What’s Included: 
• Complimentary water or juice. 
 
NOTES: 
Requirements & Restrictions: Minimum age – 6 years. For safety reasons, pregnant 
women, and guests with back or neck injuries, high blood pressure or heart conditions 
may not participate on this excursion. 
What to Bring: Beach towel and wear comfortable clothing; shoes that can get wet. 
Good to Know: Lac Bay National Park is a wetland site designated to be of 
international importance under the Ramsar Convention. Boat embarkation area can be 
wet, muddy, and slippery. Due to the national park protection laws, the boat is not 
allowed to dock. You will be stepping directly onto the boat from approximately 8 in. of 
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shallow water. Off-road portion of transfer can be bumpy. We suggest you apply bug 
repellent before start of the tour. 
 
BUBBLE TOUR: GLASS BOTTOM BOAT 

$54.99 / Adult 
$44.99 / Child 
Departure Time:  8:45 AM, 10:15 AM, 11:45 AM 
Duration: 1 ¼ Hours 
Activity Level: Easy 
 
 

DETAILS: 
The Glass Bottom Boat: Enjoy the breeze as you cruise from the shaded comfort of a 
32 ft. glass-bottomed boat with large glass panels, allowing everyone to observe and 
have a shared, fun exploration. 
Cruising: Glide to the uninhabited and unspoiled island of Klein Bonaire, established in 
1979 and the oldest marine reserve in the world. It’s home to one of the best preserved 
and protected reefs. You’ll encounter a unique variety of marine life through the crystal-
clear glass-viewing panel. 
Guided Tour: The tour is narrated by your guide as you go to the Bonaire National 
Marine Park learning all about the marine life and corals. You’ll have stunning views of 
the white sandy beach along the small island of Klein Bonaire. 
 
NOTES: 
Accessibility: Tour is ambulatory accessible. Guests must be able to take four steps 
down to enter the boat. Wheelchair and walker can be stored at the pier. 
What to Bring: Hat, camera and wear comfortable clothing and shoes. 
Good to Know: Marine life sightings, while common, are not guaranteed. 
 
BEST OF BONAIRE 

$64.99 / Adult 
$54.99 / Child 
Departure Time:  8:30 AM, 12:30 PM 
Duration: 3 ½ Hours 
Activity Level: Easy 
 
 

DETAILS: 
Salt Flats & Salt Pyramids: Stop for a picture opportunity at these huge piles of 
crystals that create an “icy” unreal landscape. The white salt pyramids are must-see in 
Bonaire. You may spot the Caribbean pink flamingos, too! 
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Scenic North Coast: Drive along the breathtaking northern coastline with famous dive 
and snorkel sites. Catch a glimpse of fossils embedded in the limestone, 1000 Steps 
viewpoint, Devil’s Mouth rock formation, huge candelabra cacti, divi trees, diverse birds, 
and other wildlife species. 
Former Aloe Plant Karpata: Slow down as you drive through Karpata, a former aloe 
plant, where you’ll receive an explanation of aloe and the history of the plant. 
Goto Lake: We will make a photo stop at Goto Lake, a saltwater lagoon in the north of 
the island that is known as a flamingo meeting place to spot pink flamingos. 
Dos Pos Well & Viewpoint: Pass by Dos Pos, a drinking well for animals, on the way 
to Rincon Village and slow down at a viewing point for a beautiful overview of the 
countryside of the village. 
Rincon Village: Hear ancient tales and history as you drive through Rincon Village, the 
oldest village in continual existence in the Dutch Caribbean, originally settled by the 
Spanish in the early 1500s. 
Washington National Park: Stop at the Washington National Park and visit the natural 
history plantation museum and the open-air exhibit for a peak into Bonaire’s heritage. 
Relax on the large, covered terrace where you can hear the birds and watch the lizards 
and iguanas. 
Salt Flats: Head south for a photo opportunity at the salt ponds and flats. Learn how 
salt is produced today in Bonaire, and how it was mined in the 17th century. 
Historical Huts: Visit the original huts used as shelters by the workers. Following your 
visit, reboard your motor coach and start the short drive back to the pier via the scenic 
coast. 
What’s Included: 
• Bottle of water. 
• Entrance fee to Washington National Park Visitor center. 
 
NOTES: 
What to Bring: Comfortable clothing and shoes and cash or credit/debit for purchases. 
 
COAST TO COAST BONAIRE BY LAND ROVER 

$74.99 / Adult 
$69.99 / Child 
Departure Time:  9:45 AM, 1:15 PM 
Duration: 2 ½ Hours 
Activity Level: Moderate 
 

 
DETAILS: 
Washikemba Area: After leaving civilization behind, your driver will take you in a Land 
Rover to the East Coast to explore the area of Washikemba. Here you will see giant 
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rocks and cacti making a wild-west desert like impression and beautiful waves crashing 
on the coastline. 
Lac Bay National Park: Passing by the mangrove forest, which is located in the Lac 
Bay National Park, you’ll enjoy the change in scenery. Venture through the lush green 
mangrove trees and shallow waters while looking out for wild donkeys, goats and even 
the famous pink flamingos. 
Sorobon Lagoon: The shallow blue lagoon offers you the opportunity to see 
windsurfers and spot frigate birds. 
Exploring South Coast: Your journey continues along the paved South Coast. On the 
left, giant waves crash into the coastline and on the right, see the old salt pyramids. 
Within this area is the protected Flamingo Reserve, a nesting ground for the largest 
Caribbean flamingo colony. 
Willemstoren Lighthouse: Pass by Bonaire’s oldest lighthouse, constructed in 1837 
and still in good working order. 
Red & White Historical Huts: Stop by the white historical huts to explore these tiny 
structures, built back in 1850 to serve as facilities for those working in the salt ponds. 
Your guide will teach you the history about these small houses, the landmark obelisks 
and old salt pyramids. 
Salt Pans & Salt Pyramids: A stunning contrast between the Caribbean Sea on one 
side, the beautiful pink salt pans on the other and the impressive “snowy” white drifts of 
salt. During a short stop, your guide will explain all about how salt is produced works 
and why the water is pink. 
 
NOTES: 
Requirements & Restrictions: Minimum age – 8 years. For safety reasons, pregnant 
women, and guests with back or neck injuries, high blood pressure or heart conditions 
may not participate on this excursion. 
What to Bring: Wear comfortable clothing and shoes. 
Good to Know: Lac Bay National Park is a wetland site designated to be of 
international importance under the Ramsar Convention. Tour sequence may vary. The 
4WD vehicle features a sunroof and open sides (there is no air-conditioning). 
Depending on rainfall, the dirt roads can be dusty or muddy. There is a restroom and 
refreshment (for purchase) stop at Sorobon. While common, wildlife sightings are not 
guaranteed. 
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EAST COAST OFF-ROAD ATV EXPERIENCE 
$99.99 / Person 
Departure Time:  10:30 AM, 12:30 PM 
Duration: 2 ½ Hours 
Activity Level: Moderate 
 
 
 

DETAILS: 
Exciting Off-Road Experience: Prepare to discover the wild side of Bonaire on this 
exciting off-road adventure by ATV (all-terrain vehicle). 
Washikemba Reservoir: Head off to the East Coast of Bonaire and experience the 
rugged terrain of Bolivia/Washikemba Reservoir. Drive through the reservoir, spotting 
wild donkeys and massive iguanas, along some of the most picturesque coastal roads 
on the island. 
Spelonk Lighthouse: Enjoy a stop at the Spelonk Lighthouse, the easternmost point of 
Bonaire, offering spectacular, panoramic views of the ocean and unspoiled East Coast. 
East Coast: Drive along the “wild” East Coast between limestone rocks and giant cacti 
while ocean waves crash and spray the coastline. 
Caves & Karst Nature Reserve: The adventure continues to one of Bonaire’s many 
caves, which are home to the Bonairean bat species. Your tour guide will lead you into 
the cave, between the stalactites and stalagmites and explain various rock paintings the 
Arawak Tribe left behind. 
What’s Included: 
• Complimentary water or soft drink. 
• Helmet. 
 
NOTES: 
Requirements & Restrictions: Minimum age – 18 years. Maximum weight – 265 lbs. 
Drivers must present a valid driver’s license. For safety reasons, pregnant women, and 
guests with hip, back or neck injuries, high blood pressure or heart conditions may not 
participate on this excursion. Appropriate attire must be worn, including long trousers or 
jeans and flat closed-toe shoes. Participants must listen to a safety briefing and perform 
simple maneuvers to demonstrate competence. 
What to Bring: Sunscreen, sunglasses and a backpack-style bag are recommended. 
Good to Know: The sequence of stops may vary by tour. The price of this tour is for 
one bike, per person. 
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OFF-ROAD DIRTY BUGGY & CAVE EXPLORATION 
$124.99 / Person 
Departure Time:  10:30 AM, 12:30 PM 
Duration: 2 ½ Hours 
Activity Level: Moderate 
LIMITED AVAILABILITY 
 
 

DETAILS: 
Exciting Off-Road Experience: Get behind the wheel of an UTV/buggy and explore 
Bonaire’s wild side on this exciting off-road adventure along the island’s East Coast. 
Washikemba Reservoir: Head off to the East Coast of Bonaire and experience the 
rugged terrain of Bolivia/Washikemba Reservoir. Drive through the reservoir, spotting 
wild donkeys and massive iguanas, along some of the most picturesque coastal roads 
on the island. 
Spelonk Lighthouse: Enjoy a stop at the Spelonk Lighthouse, the easternmost point of 
Bonaire, offering spectacular, panoramic views of the ocean and unspoiled East Coast. 
East Coast: Drive along the “wild” East Coast between limestone rocks and giant cacti 
while ocean waves crash and spray the coastline. 
Caves & Karst Nature Reserve: The adventure continues to one of Bonaire’s many 
caves, which are home to the Bonairean bat species. Your tour guide will lead you into 
the cave, between the stalactites and stalagmites and explain various rock paintings the 
Arawak Tribe left behind. 
What’s Included: 
• Complimentary water or soft drink. 
• Helmet. 
 
NOTES: 
Requirements & Restrictions: Minimum age to drive the vehicle – 18 years. Driver 
must present a valid driver’s license. For safety reasons, pregnant women, and guests 
with hip, back or neck injuries, high blood pressure or heart conditions may not 
participate on this excursion. Appropriate attire must be worn, including long trousers or 
jeans and flat closed-toe shoes. Participants must listen to a safety briefing and perform 
simple maneuvers to demonstrate competence. 
 


